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Newsletter

It’s time to welcome our aquatic plants and 
wildlife out of hibernation and get ready for 
spring!

In this Newsletter, we’ll highlight a few of our 
major accomplishments from the past few 
months and fill you in on some of the things 
we’ve been doing to bring sustainability to the 
swimming pool and landscape industries.

Thinking about building a swimming pool this 
year? Now is the time to spring into action! 
We’ll tell you how to get started and connect 
you with a BioNova® expert to answer your 
questions about Natural Swimming Pools 
(NSPs).

For our featured project, we’ll show you a man-made pond near Blue Hill, ME that we converted 
into a chemical-free BioNova® Natural Swimming Pool.

And for those of you who already enjoy the natural luxury of swimming in an eco-friendly 
BioNova® NSP, we’ll offer some helpful instructions for spring opening.

Enjoy reading!

James & Hae-Sun Robyn, Lisa Brooks, Alan Weene, Adam Jones
BioNova® Natural Pools North America
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BioNova® Partners Recognized for Design Innovation

BioNova® continues to lead the way in North America with more successful NSP installations than all other systems 
providers combined. We’d like to congratulate several of our Partners for their award winning NSP designs and 
landscape projects.

CT ASLA Honors

We are proud to announce that our friends at Artemis Landscape 
Architects have been presented with a 2015 Honor Award by the 
Connecticut Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects for 
the Natural Swimming Pool we completed last summer near Danbury, 
CT! This pool was designed and built in collaboration with our BioNova® 
Dealer Partners at Freddy’s Landscape Company. Congratulations to all 
on this very prestigious honor!

For more information and photos of this incredible BioNova® Natural 
Swimming Pool, please visit our NSP Case Study Gallery.

Excellence in Landscape Design

BioNova® Partner Larry Carnes of Reflections Water Gardens has 
been honored with a 2015 Excellence in Landscape Gold Award 
by the Illinois Landscape Contractors Association (ILCA) for the 
exquisite display garden and NSP he created at the 2014 Chicago 
Flower & Garden Show, a collaborative effort with Culliton Quinn 
Landscape Architects. Congratulations Larry!

You can see a photo and a landscape plan of the display garden 
by clicking here.

http://freddyslandscape.com/
http://bionovanaturalpools.com/natural-pools/nsps-in-north-america/ct2/
http://reflectionswatergardens.com/
https://plus.google.com/116189816782970384150/posts/8Hw2kzKM56u
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A Natural Swimming Pool for Your Backyard!

If you want to be swimming in a brand new BioNova® Natural Swimming Pool by summertime, now is the time to 
pick up the phone and get the ball rolling! With many construction options to choose from, our team of experts 
is standing by and ready to design a Natural Swimming Pool that realizes your dreams for both aesthetics and 
functionality, and we can offer a solution adapted to your budget.

BioNova® provides the ultimate in high 
quality, distinctive Natural Swimming Pools. 
Our watershapes allow for environmental 
sustainability, harmony with nature, and 
very low energy consumption while offering 
unique and fun designs as well as traditional 
and formal designs for a healthy, safe, and 
chemical-free swimming experience.

In addition to fully custom-designed NSPs, 
we offer cost-effective, pre-configured pools 
in two distinctive styles, each with three 
different shapes and sizes. The BioNova® BioPool® uses our proven, patented biological filtration technology to 
ensure exceptional water quality while staying within your budget. BioPool® technology can also be adapted to 
retrofit an existing swimming pool, effectively converting it to a 100% chemical-free BioNova® NSP.

Let’s Get the Conversation Started

We are pleased to offer our clients free telephone consulation 
meetings to discuss your goals and ideas for your landscape and 
answer your questions about Natural Swimming Pools. Please 
click here to see our availability and schedule a telephone 
appointment at a convenient time!

No time for a phone call? Submit your inquiry online and a 
BioNova® expert will follow up with you as soon as possible.

http://bionovanaturalpools.com/natural-pools/nsps-in-north-america/
http://bionovanaturalpools.com/natural-pools/biopool/
https://www.timetrade.com/book/R3KQ2
http://bionovanaturalpools.com/contact-us/inquiry-form/
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Featured Project

Location:  Blue Hill, Maine
Date Completed:  2014
Designer:  BioNova® Natural Pools
Builder:  Rin Robyn Pools®
Swim Area:  1,325 sq ft
Regeneration Zone:  1,525 sq ft
Total Footprint:  2,850 sq ft
FLL Type:  V

Project Features:
• Natural edge with ornamental boulders
• Renovation of existing swim pond
• Multiple regeneration zones
• Waterfall with source stream
• Black EPDM and 60 mil PVC liner
• Free-form naturalistic shape

Client Testimonial

“A few years ago, I made a foolish decision. I chose a bargain basement natural pool installer. Fast forward three 
years, and my pool is clogged with algae, requires a vast amount of maintenance, and a whole host of filters 
just to be swimmable. I finally decided to do what I should have done from the beginning. I called BioNova®. 
From the very beginning, I was impressed by BioNova®’s professionalism and by their wealth of knowledge. 
They redesigned our natural swimming pool, correcting for the mistakes the original installer had made. They 
were responsive and responsible, performed work in a timely manner, and were very easy to deal with. The pool 
functions far more effectively now, and is far more beautiful. The new filtration system they installed is working 
far better, when problems come up (mostly having to do with holdovers from the old system) they deal with 
them. They helped to train a local landscaper to maintain the pool, so we now have on site maintenance and 
troubleshooting. This is very important, because we live in a fairly remote area. I only wish I had hired BioNova® 
from the very beginning.”  - A.W. near Blue Hill, ME

Click here to see more photos of this installation

http://bionovanaturalpools.com/natural-pools/nsps-in-north-america/me1/
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Spring Opening Procedures

With a little guidance, any homeowner can maintain their own BioNova® Natural Swimming Pool. Here are the most 
important steps to follow at spring opening. For additional support, please contact your BioNova® Dealer Partner.

Prepare BioNova® FineFilter
Lift the FineFilter cylinder out of the FineFilter shaft. 
Install the FineFilter Geotextile Insert by placing the 
cloth onto the inside of the FineFilter cylinder, folding 
the cloth over the top and bottom and fastening with 
the elastic bands. Finally, lower the cylinder back into 
the FineFilter shaft.

Remove Winterization Plugs and Devices
Remove and store all winterization plugs and devices 
as per manufacturers’ instructions and best current 
practices.
 
Prepare and Start Pump(s) and Mechanical Equipment
Follow all manufacturer’s instructions and best current practices for preparation, reassembly, and start-up of mechanical 
equipment, i.e., circulation pumps and air compressor. System components should be started up when the ambient air 
temperature reaches a daily peak of 55° F for at least 5 consecutive days. Based on weather conditions, this will optimally 
be thirty (30) days before the opening of the swimming season.

Remove Dead Biomass and Sediment from the Regeneration Zone(s)
Remove via hand or net any dead biomass, e.g., leaf debris, from the planted regeneration zone(s). For optimal cleaning, 
sediment can be removed via external vacuum equipment and passed through a filter or directed to waste. After vacuuming 
to waste, makeup water must be provided through the Phosphate Filter; do not add water directly to the swimming vessel 
or to the regeneration zone(s).

Clean Swimming Vessel Surfaces
Manually remove any debris present in the swimming pool. Continue by cleaning all pool surfaces using a soft-bristled 
pool brush with telescoping handle to remove dead biofilm. For optimal cleaning, sediment can be removed via external 
vacuum equipment and passed through a filter or directed to waste.  After vacuuming to waste, makeup water must be 
provided through the Phosphate Filter; do not add water directly to the swimming vessel or to the regeneration zone(s).


